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Upcoming webinar to help businesses target significant untapped global
demand for sustainably sourced products, free from deforestation
A new international study by FSC® and GlobeScan reveals that consumers value
responsible sourcing, free from deforestation, as one of the most important factors
when considering their purchase decisions. Yet despite this importance, consumers
do not currently trust companies to address their key environmental concerns.

FSC (Forest Stewardship Council International) and GlobeScan (a global strategy and insights consultancy) are pleased
to share the findings of our latest consumer research on the demand for responsibly sourced products. The study
includes over 10,000 consumers in 13 markets (Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan,
Russia, South Africa, United Kingdom, and the USA).
The research highlights that people across the world place significant value on our forests and the role that they play in
mitigating climate change. Research demonstrates how consumers are keen to live up to their values and avoid buying
products that are not responsibly sourced.
FSC and GlobeScan will be hosting a series of
webinars to discuss their findings and to showcase
the experiences of various business leaders to
benefit you and your business. Join us on 29 May
or 6 June to find out more.
Register here.

The study also uncovers consumers’ high expectations
of business when it comes to having a positive social
and environmental impact. A large majority (79%) expect
companies to ensure that the products they sell do not
contribute to deforestation, but only a quarter (26%) have
a lot of confidence that businesses will protect forests
through responsible management. This indicates a
significant trust gap.

Eric Whan, Director at GlobeScan, says: “Low trust in business also means collaboration is vital. Our work shows clearly
that partnerships between certifications, producers and retailers have huge potential value for all parties by enabling
business to tap into the consumer demand for responsibly sourced products and help to bridge the trust gap.”
The findings also identify a particularly promising segment of “predisposed” consumers who value responsible forestry highly
but are not yet fully engaged. At 41 percent of the population, they represent a high potential “swing” group for wood and paper
product market segments – including packaging and paper, furniture, construction and retail sectors – looking for growth.
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Join us on our upcoming webinars to learn how this study can inform business efforts to mainstream sustainable consumption.
The findings are relevant and instructive for the sustainability community as well as all stakeholders interested in wood and
paper-based products, including the retail sector.
Three regionally tailored webinars will explore:
1. How to target and appeal to “predisposed” consumers – a significant growth market for wood and paper-based products;
2. The most motivating messages to effectively tap into consumer demand globally as well as in different countries
through localization;
3. How partnerships can help to overcome the persistent trust gap facing companies and inspire consumers.
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